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CUADROS offers Introductory and Intermediate Spanish students an
individualized language learning experience within an easy-to-use, 4-volume,
4-semester framework. Each CUADROS volume sets a realistic pace,
seamlessly transitioning students from Introductory to Intermediate Spanish.
Preliminary Chapters at the start of Volumes 2, 3, and 4 review and recycle
previously covered material to bridge the gap between semesters and prepare
students to move on. Volumes 1 & 2 cover Introductory Spanish;Volumes 3 & 4
cover Intermediate Spanish. CUADROS follows a pay-as-you-go model, allowing
your students to USE the volume they need, WHEN they need it! Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
It is the aim of this grammar to offer a practical and thorough course in Spanish,
suitable alike for schools and colleges, and to make the presentation of the
subject conform to the most advanced methods of teaching a living
language.--Preface.
EN CONTACTO: GRAMÁTICA EN ACCIÓN Enhanced Ninth Edition is designed
to put intermediate Spanish students in touch with contemporary Hispanic culture
through its language and literature. The program stresses communication and,
when used with the LECTURAS INTERMEDIAS volume, emphasizes the
acquisition of reading skills and text comprehension. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
In Pura vida (Life is good)Spanish is more than vocabulary and grammar, just as
Spanish-speaking cultures are more than products and practices. In this learnercentered introductory program, the authors’ commitment to a methodology
based on true-to-life experiences brings Spanish to life. Pura vida is the
discovery of a Spanish-speaking world through the experiences of real people
who share anecdotes and reflections on those experiences. Students relate to
these people and make deeper, more meaningful connections between language
and culture, and acquire Spanish with an unparalleled sense of personal
engagement. In this 12-chapter introductory program, students don’t only learn
Spanish for real life, but also from real life. They discover that there is not just
one homogeneous Hispanic culture, but rather that each Spanish-speaking
country has its own rich, unique culture and that the people who live in these
countries speak one common language with different accents, characteristics,
and idiosyncrasies. The program offers truly seamless integration of cultural
notions and language instruction and features 100% contextualized and
personalized activities.
Simply the best investment for anyone learning to write in French! This powerful
program combines the features of a word processor with databases of language
reference material, a searchable dictionary, a verb conjugating reference, and
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audio recordings of vocabulary, and example sentences. You will quickly learn to
read, analyze, see word associations, and understand the link between language
functions and linguistics structures in French.
¡Con brío! 4e gives students in the introductory Spanish sequence the
opportunity to use their Spanish immediately with each other, friends, neighbors,
co-workers, and Spanish speakers around the world. ¡Con brío! addresses the
needs and life circumstances of a broad audience through a highly practical
approach and focuses on useful vocabulary, functional grammar of highfrequency usage, and cultural content relevant to everyday interactions. Con brío
4e retains the strengths of the previous edition – efficient grammar approach,
good culture, many instructors’ resources, and robust media – designed to help
students gain the confidence and skills they need to use Spanish in class, in their
communities, and in their lives. The program highlights useful high-interest
cultural information about Latino culture in the United States as well as the strong
connections between the U.S. and Hispanic countries.
Boosts your pupils' enthusiasm - fun features such as photo stories and songs capture
and maintain your pupils' interest. Helps pupils become more independent language
learners - regular language-learning tops help pupils to learn and recall new language,
while each module provides an Estrategia to help pupils memorise vocabulary.
Increases pupils' confidence in speaking Spanish - with confidence-boosting exercises
and regular pronunciation tips to help pupils sound more Spanish! Gives pupils a solid
understanding of grammar - with grammar boxes on every spread, plus a dedicated
grammar section at the back of the book to help pupils understand how language
works. Uses Assessment for Learning to maximise pupils' progression - as well as
regular opportunities for peer-and self-assessment, pupils have clear goals and can
check on progress regularly.
ALIANZAS is a one-semester intermediate Spanish program that emphasizes realworld language and authentic culture through compelling content that motivates
students to hone their communication skills. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
CLARO QUE SI! Seventh Edition, takes a functional, integrated skills approach
specifically designed to help students develop receptive and productive skills
simultaneously that are critical in learning Spanish. When using CLARO QUE SI!
students acquire communicative skills while gaining an awareness of Hispanic cultures.
The program's practical, relevant themes, lively practice, and engaging technology
components get learners communicating early and confidently. The exciting new
seventh edition will contain a greater focus on the cultures of Spanish-speaking
countries and have two new video blogs in each chapter to provide input of chapter
functions and vocabulary. CLARO QUE SI! will keep students motivated as they learn
and explore the many cultures of Spanish-speaking world. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
To find more information about Rowman and Littlefield titles, please visit
www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
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IMÁGENES, Third Edition, takes a functional, integrated skills approach specifically
designed to help students develop receptive and productive skills simultaneously that
are critical in learning Spanish. When using IMÁGENES students acquire
communicative skills while gaining an awareness of Hispanic cultures. The program’s
practical, relevant themes, lively practice, and engaging technology components get
learners communicating early and confidently. The exciting new third edition will contain
a greater focus on the cultures of Spanish-speaking countries and have two new video
blogs in each chapter to provide input of chapter functions and vocabulary. IMÁGENES
will keep students motivated as they learn and explore the many cultures of Spanishspeaking world. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Thanks to its flexibility, simplicity, and range, MANUAL DE GRAMÁTICA is the most
accessible grammar reference for intermediate and advanced Spanish students. It
combines clear, easy-to-use charts with detailed grammar presentations in English and
offers valuable conceptual distinctions between Spanish and English. Beginning with
sentence structure, the text follows a logical progression of topics from parts of speech
to verb tenses to the finer points of lexical variation. Facilitating independent study, the
online answer key provides students an opportunity to self-correct in practice. The text
covers all major grammatical rules of Spanish and offers real-world applications of all
grammar points, making it an invaluable reference tool for intermediate and advanced
literature and language courses. The Fifth Edition includes enhanced visual clarity and
consistency through an updated table format; new and refreshed exercises; and a new
chapter on orthography. The authors have also incorporated the revised rules and
recommendations published in the new Ortografia de la lengua espanola by the Real
Academia Espanola and the Asociacion de Academias de la Lengua Espanola.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
PARA SIEMPRE is an easily accessible, streamlined Introductory Spanish program that
focuses on oral production and conversation through modeled dialogs and oral activities.
Students are introduced to high-frequency vocabulary and grammatical structures that are
necessary for conversing about everyday topics and situations. Presenting grammar as a tool
to communicate rather than a set of rules to memorize facilitates active participation in openended activities and in-class conversations. The flow of material in each unit is straightforward
and easy to follow, and the reachable goals and guidance that students receive as they
progress through each unit build a sense of achievement and enjoyment, fostering a continued
interest in the study of Spanish at higher levels. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
MUNDO 21's proven approach to language learning provides your students with a wealth of
both contextualized and purposeful content. The completely revised and redesigned Fourth
edition offers a seamless transition between first-year and second-year Spanish. MUNDO 21,
offers ample opportunities to interact and discuss each lessons theme, integrated grammar,
vocabulary, media (audio and video), and culture. MUNDO 21's text-specific cultural video
along with six new authentic short films and its rich array of online resources will keep your
students both motivated and engaged throughout the course. MUNDO 21 is Spanish for the
21st Century student. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Contains abundant listening comprehension practice with dialogs, simulated conversations,
and pronunciation practice.
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Integrating grammar and composition, this comprehensive new edition guides the advanced
student through progressively more complex types of writing by organizing the grammar
lessons on a functionalist basis around the needs of composition. This innovative approach to
teaching Spanish grammar and composition promotes systematic language development and
enables students to strengthen their expressive and editing skills in the language in order to
write more effectively and more confidently.Refined by years of classroom testing and analysis
of the problems students encounter, this bestselling textbook has been substantially rewritten
and incorporates current research in composition, pedagogy, second-language acquisition,
and linguistics. Expanded self-correcting exercises are also available online, making
Gramática para la composición one of the most valuable textbooks available for advanced
students of Spanish.FEATURES: • Focuses on work in six level-appropriate types of
composition: description, synopsis, personal narrative, creative narrative, exposition, and
argumentation • Based on ACTFL guidelines for students progressing from intermediate to
advanced levels of proficiency • Structured around writing cycles, from prewriting to
composition to revision • Integrates grammar into the preparation for each type of writing •
Covers syntax, dictionary skills, problematic word distinctions, and rhetorical features of
discourse structure • Contains exercises on grammar practice, working with sentences and
paragraphs, guided essays, and free composition NEW TO THE SECOND EDITION: • Each
lesson has been clearly divided into two distinct parts: Presentación (material that students
prepare before class) and Aplicación (the activities they do in class or as homework) •
Prácticas individuales have been expanded and recreated as self-checking exercises that
provide immediate feedback and scoring. These prácticas are available for free online at
www.gramaticaparalacomposicion.com • Images from William Bull's Visual Grammar of
Spanish help with distinctions that seem difficult • An Instructor's Manual—available for free
online—reviews teaching and grading methodology for writing-intensive courses, offers
suggestions for syllabus organization and for teaching each lesson, and provides additional
exercises and activities. To download this free PDF, visit www.press.georgetown.edu
Don't let them drop Spanish! A major growing concern in schools is the decline in the number
of language students and the impact this could have on your department. Which is why we've
developed !Asi! - the only course to captivate all your students and help keep Spanish alive in
your school!
Manual de gramáticaCengage Learning
More and more pupils are learning Spanish, starting in the second year of Secondary school
(Year 8). This book is designed specifically for Year 8 starters.
MANUAL DE GRAMÁTICA is the most accessible grammar reference. It combines clear, easyto-use charts with detailed grammar explanations in English supported by plentiful examples.
The text covers all major grammatical rules of Spanish and offers real-world applications of all
grammar points, making it an invaluable reference tool that you will turn to time and again in
your language courses. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
With culturally thematic chapters and a traditionally organized grammar sequence, this is a
solid and complete introductory course. It is ideal for instructors who want a balanced,
contemporary course but not necessarily an innovative methodology. Although chapter
changes in the new edition include an overall shortening, a trimming of grammar detail, and
adding more visually-based activities, the basic methodology remains unchanged.
En español is a multi-level Spanish program for middle school and high school that provides a
balanced approach to proficiency and grammar along with interdisciplinary features and
projects to build confident communicators.
[The book] is a review grammar for third-, fourth-, or fifth-semester students of Spanish. It is
designed for use in courses that focus primarily on intermediate-level grammar study, explicitly
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include this objective, or provide the student with formal or informal review along the way. It is
expected that the text will be used in one-semester grammar review courses or in twosemester courses as a primary text, a supplement, or a reference, in conjunction with other
materials such as readers, videotapes, or other texts which emphasize culture, conversation or
composition.-Pref.
Make Spanish grammar second nature with this trusted reference book containing over 300
activities - now completely revised in line with the new A-level specifications. - Supplement key
resources in class or encourage independent practice at home, with clear explanations of the
grammar points needed at A-level and knowledge-check exercises throughout - Prepare for
assessment with longer application activities focused on developing writing skills such as
translation and summary - Build confidence as exercises get increasingly more challenging to
mirror students' advancement throughout the course - Check students' progress with regular
grammar tests and all answers supplied online
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The Smart Sparrow Companion Website will not be available after
December 31, 2020. It is free to access until that date. Workbooks with exercises from the
Smart Sparrow companion website are now available for purchase, as are Workbook Answer
Keys. They will both be sold in eBook format only. eTextbooks are now available through
VitalSource! Please visit VitalSource.com for more information. About Gramática para la
composición, tercera ediciónIntegrating grammar and composition, this best-selling textbook
guides the advanced student through progressively more complex types of writing by
organizing the grammar lessons on a functionalist basis around the needs of composition. This
innovative approach to teaching Spanish grammar and composition promotes systematic
language development and enables students to strengthen their expressive and editing skills in
the language in order to write more effectively and confidently. Refined by years of classroom
testing and analysis of the problems students encounter, Gramática para la composición
features the following: • A colorful design helps students navigate the book more easily and
engage visual learning strategies• Readings for major composition exercises that stress
authentic, connected discourse• A Workbook with all of the homework exercises needed for
practice (sold separately)• Streamlined treatment of points of grammar, including an
explanation for more than twelve functions of se with a rule of subject reflexivization For
Teachers:Exam copies of the textbook, Workbook, and Workbook Answer Keys are available
free of charge to instructors and must be requested separately. Textbook exam copies can be
ordered on this page. To request digital exam copies of the Workbook and Workbook Answer
Keys, please visit the pages for each of those products.
NEXOS, Enhanced Third Edition high-interest cultural themes and related activities encourage
students to engage in meaningful communication using interpersonal, interpretive, and
presentational modes. NEXOS’s realistic pacing of material, easy-to-use grammar, practical
vocabulary, plus engaging storyline and authentic video strands that contextualize grammar
and vocabulary all work together to help students gain confidence and move quickly toward
proficiency. The Enhanced edition features the addition of dazzling video footage and
photography of National GeographicTM into iLrn to enhance students’ cultural exploration.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
CUADROS offers Introductory and Intermediate Spanish students an individualized language
learning experience within an easy-to-use, 4-volume, 4-semester framework. Each CUADROS
volume sets a realistic pace, seamlessly transitioning students from Introductory to
Intermediate Spanish. Preliminary Chapters at the start of Volumes 2, 3, and 4 review and
recycle previously covered material to bridge the gap between semesters and prepare
students to move on. Volumes 1 & 2 cover Introductory Spanish and Volumes 3 & 4 cover
Intermediate Spanish. CUADROS follows a pay-as-you-go model, allowing your students to
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USE the volume they need, WHEN they need it! Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
CLARO QUE SÍ! Enhanced Seventh Edition takes a functional, integrated skills approach
specifically designed to help students develop receptive and productive skills simultaneously
that are critical in learning Spanish. When using CLARO QUE SÍ! students acquire
communicative skills while gaining an awareness of Hispanic cultures. The program’s
practical, relevant themes, lively practice, and engaging technology components get learners
communicating early and confidently. The exciting new enhanced seventh edition will contain a
greater focus on the cultures of Spanish-speaking countries and have two new video blogs in
each chapter to provide input of chapter functions and vocabulary. CLARO QUE SÍ! will keep
students motivated as they learn and explore the many cultures of Spanish-speaking world.
The Enhanced edition features the addition of dazzling video footage and photography of
National GeographicTM into iLrn to enhance students’ cultural exploration. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
En espanol is a multi-level Spanish program for middle school and high school that provides a
balanced approach to proficiency and grammar along with interdisciplinary features and
projects to build confident communicators.
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